
1. Entrance exams 

Each person has to present to the educational institution (university, institute, academy) where 

he/she wants to become a student certificates from the independent state testing center in subject 

chosen as entrance testing by this institution according with present rules. The institution can 

chose also one or two exams dealing with its main specialization which has to be passed by 

people who present certificates. Practically in all physical education institutions the certificate to 

be presented is Ukrainian language, besides applicants pass exams in Physical Education (cross-

country, swimming and pulling oneself up for men; cross-country, swimming and hands 

straightening in lying position for women) and Sport Specialization. High level sportsmen have 

to present certificate and an interview is being organized for them (which includes questions in 

biology, Ukrainian language, physical education). If these sportsmen would not succeed in 

passing the interview he/she has the right to pass Physical Education and Sport Specialization 

and try to enter the institution.    

 

2. Individual plan of education. 

The highly qualified sportsmen could apply for it after the first year of education (members of 

Ukrainian national team in any kind of sport even at the first year of education). This plan allows 

him/her to study more by themselves (they receive individual tasks from all the teachers who 

teach him/her and they fix together with the teacher the date when they have to present this task). 

The main precondition – student has to have at least satisfactory marks in his/her exams/credits. 

The candidates are being presented by vice-rector in sport affairs at rector council where they are 

being discussed and voted individually. The list is being revised at the end of the semester. 

 

3. Scholarships. 

Candidates for Ukrainian NOC stipend are being discussed (he/she has to study at A-B level) and 

voted at the meeting of scientific council of the educational institution; the rest – at the meeting 

of rector council. 

  

4. Selection for Master course. 

Students can apply for studies at Master level after they have received the bachelor’s diploma 

(after 4 years of education). The selection is being made by the special commission which 

includes vice-rectors in educational and in scientific affairs, dean of the faculty, head of the 

department. There are three different specialties at Master level to be chosen (Physical 

Education, Physical Rehabilitation, Olympic and professional Sport). High sport qualification is 

the primary point for selection for the latter. 

 

5. University graduates. 

The sample of graduates (different kinds of sport) who studied using the privileges for high level 

sportsmen. 


